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Messing About with Boats... or Back to School Yet Again

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/messing-boats-back-school-yet/

This story is a recount of our adventures as we set sail to attend the BCA May rendezvous:

Wednesday 17 May:  We tucked Saracen away last fall with all systems working; clean inside and out,
fresh oil, etc. with only weekly checks through the winter, a few deck washings, and one space heater
replacement job.  Not bad for a winter without boat fixing projects.  A few days before the Bluewater
Cruising Association May Rendezvous, I headed down to give it another clean up, water the batteries,
brush the bottom, and put the sails on.  After a day of messing around in the boat, the sails weren’t on
yet, but all else was ready to go.  It was a fine day; shopping for distilled water, paper towels and a few
odds and ends, stopping by the Tesla store to window shop en route.  Fun!

Thursday 18 May: Next day we went down to put the sails on, load the boat with final provisions, and
start the engine.  Our 35-year-old Volvo MD7A had been starting well last fall, so we expected no
problems.  However, she did not appreciate the 7 months of apparent neglect  and took to schooling us
again.  After a few unsuccessful tries, we found the fuel shut-off cable was slightly bent and the shut-off
valve was not completely open – so no fuel!  A quick manual override worked and she fired up, purring
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away as usual.  “Let’s run over to the gas dock and top up”, I said, thinking we could just keep going. 
Easy enough and with fuel and water tanks full, we looked out into English Bay and headed west. About
ten minutes out, as we revved our trusty engine up to a nice fast (for us) cruising speed, a loud squeal
filled the air as an engine alarm went off.  “…not water separator…not oil pressure…it’s the engine high
temp alarm”, confirmed Leslie.  A quick check revealed the engine temperature alarm was indeed calling
our attention back to school.

We reduced speed, and the alarm stopped as we headed back to the dock to scratch our heads and mess
around with the engine some more.  We made a few calls and drew up a list of things to check.  First and
most obvious was the thermostat,  so out it came for a visual check and test.  It was a little dirty, but
testing showed it worked perfectly.  Cleaning up the housing, replacing a few gaskets, clearing some
gunky passages a bit should help, I thought.  As I worked in the comfort of the companionway access,
Leslie (who has incredible contortionist skills) crawled through the lazarette with a new water pump
impeller in hand (second item on our list).  The current one was only a year old and in fine shape, but she
replaced it anyway, just to be sure.  Then, while hand tightening the brass screws on the pump cover
plate, one of the screw heads sheared off in her hand.   (Aaaaaarrgggghhh!!)

I dashed off to Stem to Stern (our regular Volvo parts dealer) with broken parts in hand, through rush
hour traffic just before closing time.  Fortune was with us and I got out of the store for under $50, some
extras in hand.  In short order, the water pump was back together, the thermostat was re-seated and we
were ready to head off again.

We left the car keys with my nephew Matt, as we headed off about 1500h for Active Pass, thinking we
could make it to Montague Harbour by dark.  Ten minutes out into English Bay, as I revved the engine
up, we were once again sent back to school, as the alarm started wailing again.  I felt I was in for a failing
grade. This old Volvo is a tough schoolmaster.  Off back home for another night’s sleep and tackle it
again in the morning.

Friday 19 May: Next morning, we decided to flush the exhaust riser elbow – this engine part has a
history of corroding and causing cooling problems.  We pulled some hoses off, plugged some open ends,
attached a dock hose and flushed fresh water out through the exhaust until it flowed freely, with much
higher volume than needed.  This confirmed the exhaust mixer elbow was free flowing, eliminating that
as source of constriction or back pressure.  A bit more re-arranging of hoses and we back flushed the salt
water intake as well.  The MD7A is salt-water-cooled, so a good flush is a recommended part of
maintenance.  Normally, we just ‘T’ off the salt water intake to pull from a bucket of fresh water – this
time we ‘pressure’ flushed it.

All good to go, we tidied up, and with great anticipation, turned the key switch to start the engine.  A loud
metallic “Ka-Chunk”! reverberated through the air, and Saracen shuddered.  I grimaced.  Leslie turned
the key again, and again “Ka-Chunk”! followed by the quiet sound of no-engine-running. 
“Hmmmm…that doesn’t sound good,” mused Leslie.  Thinking back through “what has changed?”, we
realized that in pressure flushing the cooling system, we had likely managed to fill the exhaust water
trap.  This would cause water to back up through the exhaust system into the cylinders, creating a hydro
lock, which we, of course, discovered when attempting to start again.

Having experienced a hydro lock some years ago in a VW Rabbit after driving through a puddle, I had
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instantly recognized it (well, almost instantly – a few deep breaths did help).  If a hydro lock occurs when
an engine is running (as it did with the late lamented VW Rabbit) the result can be catastrophic and lead
to bent connecting rods and very expensive repairs.  Not to worry though, we hadn’t caused any damage
because there was no fire in the cylinders – we just needed to get rid of the few drops of water somehow. 
Website tech advice will say to pull injectors etc. to do this, but our lovely old MD7A has a
decompression lever, which will hold the exhaust valves open.  Leslie crawled in behind the engine yet
again to release the drain plug and empty the water trap,  then we pull the decompression lever, a couple
of turns of the starter, and the few drops of salt water were quickly flushed out of the cylinders.  Reapply
compression, and the engine started up fine.

Only 1300h and with lots of time to make it to the Gulf Islands, we headed off again.  Forty-five minutes
later, we discovered we still hadn’t found or fixed the real problem when the high temp alarm rang out
yet again.  Back to the school house!

A quick text to my nephew Matt to return with car keys and we headed back to the dock.  The Stem to
Stern mechanic called back as we entered the marina.  After reviewing our progress, I concluded that we
had checked, cleared or replaced everything that could cause a cooling problem.  As we approached our
slip, I was checking the temperature on various parts of the engine and exhaust with an infrared
thermometer in hand.  All seemed within range.

So, a bad sensor was our next possibility!  (note to self:  add this as item #2 on the troubleshooting list) 
Of course, the battery in the volt ohm meter was dead (arrrgh! – lose one more exam point) and the Volvo
parts counter was only open for another hour on this Friday afternoon of a long week-end.  I ran back to
the marina office after docking.  My nephew had not left the keys there, but did pick up the phone – he
was still close by and ran back to meet me.  We headed off into rush hour traffic again.  At the parts desk,
Lindsey assured us he had the correct sensor in hand, so we paid up and headed back into traffic.  The
new part installed easily and we started up the engine for a quick test.  Our schoolmaster was quick to
respond this time and screamed at us instantly.

OK, all boat repairs must be done 3 times before they work, right?  I get it, but this is a bit much.  Guess
we can’t make it across Georgia Strait by dark today.  I’m tired, and as I drag myself up the dock, trying
to put one foot in front of the other, disappointment is standing in the school window staring at me.  I
fend it off as we head out for a fine Mexican dinner.  Over dinner, iPad in hand, Leslie finds the correct
part numbers online and confirms we have installed the correct sensor for an engine temperature gauge –
unfortunately our engine has an idiot light on a switched sensor. One works as a variable resistance, the
other as a switch.  Oh well, I’ve always wanted a gauge as well.  However, as we were entering our home
port marina earlier in the day, talking to our favourite expert on the phone, I had measured the
temperature right at the sensor, (the temperature at the thermostat housing, exhaust hose, and cylinder
head temperatures vary widely).  We determined that the sensor was triggering the alarm about 20
degrees below what it was rated at (95C).  Problem found! This confirmed it was a sensor issue, not a
more serious engine issue! (The new sensor had 120C stamped on it. I presume this was the maximum the
sensor would report to a gauge, not the correct operating temperature.)

It was now late Friday night and no parts would be available until next week.  I was feeling confident in
our trusty little Volvo and we decided to pull the wire off the sensor and go, with infrared thermometer in
hand and regular checks.
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Saturday 20 May:  Early next morning we headed back to the boat.  With no pressure from weather or
tides today, we had a sunny leisurely morning for departure.  Sharing a cup of excellent coffee, we gave
the deck a final pressure wash, along with cleaning up the cockpit floor mats after recent foot traffic.  The
boat shone, the pesky alarm was quietened permanently, and the engine started and purred.  Despite
having dropped my coffee cup on the way down the dock and spilling it all, life was good.  We headed
out again.

 As we departed, we felt our luck was better than this guy’s…

As we passed Third Beach on English Bay, we saw that our luck was better than the power boat that had
ended up on the beach at high tide last night.

It was good that school was out for us, and we cleared English Bay by 1000h.  The tide was ebbing and
we were making good way. The sun shone.

Leslie was driving, the sails were out and we were motor-sailing in a lovely 12 knot breeze. I had gone
down for a quick summer’s nap.  I woke as I heard the engine slow, then stop.  That schoolmaster
screamed at us again.  Final exam time.  A quick look at engine indicator lights and we saw the oil light
on.  Visual inspection revealed the brand new bilge buddies under the engine were still pure white and oil
level was good.  Ah, yes, turn the key off – the noise stops.
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Scratch our head again and go back to problem solving basics.  “This seems like a fuel issue.” Leslie
says, and asks about the fuel shut-off cable status, thinking back to our engine’s known idiosyncrasies.  A
quick check found that, ah yes, the cable had vibrated out just enough to cut off fuel flow to the engine. 
A new manual override, (borrow a twist tie from the cilantro to temporarily hold the cutoff valve open)
and our faithful Volvo fired up again.  ETA 1630h at Poets Cove on Pender Island.  We surfed through
Active Pass with the ebb and I went back down to my nap.  Leslie took us into the marina just in time to
join Happy Hour.

All is truly well when we are in time for Happy Hour with great friends and a working boat.  It’s the first
day of summer and school’s out! Nothing is quite so fine as just messing about with boats.

 Yellow twist tie used to temporarily pull open the fuel shut-off lever

Heading to the August Rendezvous

We kept busy the next few weeks with city projects, aka life.  Then just as we were getting set to head out
again, I was clearing up some debris in the yard, and in a hurry, used the wrong tool for a job (despite my
inner voice screaming at me not to), and ended up with a jagged cut across the back of my hand.  Six
weeks later, with splint off, the physio asked me if I really felt I could hold onto a heaving boat and not
damage the hand further.  I assured her I could and we geared up for the August Rendezvous on
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Newcastle Island.  A quick test of the engine revealed we had some remedial schooling yet to do.  The
engine would not start again.  Must be fuel!  Another adjustment of the fuel shut off cable (which is
inaccessible and just turning 3 screws takes 3 hours) and the engine roars to life.

We loaded up again and left two days early in a standard Voyageur start at 1700h.   Too late to get across
the Strait so we stopped at Bowen Island for dinner with friends.  Next morning, we head up to the Snug
for coffee and get off the dock by 1030h.  The engine is lumbering into the 15 knot headwinds on our
nose, despite the freshly scrubbed bottom.  The oven temperature gauge confirms the engine temperature
is in range.  By 1500h we are still a couple of hours out and the engine slows and stalls.  I immediately
check the temperature, then the fuel shut off lever and sure enough it has some slack.  I pull it open and
the engine fires up again.  Three stalls later over the next 10 minutes, and I snap at the schoolmaster: I’ll
fix it tomorrow!

Leslie lowers the outboard into the water, and despite not having started it for almost a year it snaps to
life.  We purr into the Rendezvous doing almost 4 knots and make it in time for dinner at the Pub.  I failed
to keep my promise to the schoolmaster and waited another day before tackling the diesel.  I awoke in the
morning to see the battery voltage at 10.3, despite having used only 20 Amp Hours overnight.  A brief
start of the outboard kicked the battery to life and it was charging 5 Amps off the outboard and quickly
rose to 13. 5 Volts. Guess the fire smoke was a challenge for the solar panel.

Back to the fuel shut off and found the bent wire end was jamming against the engine, flexing the cable
and creating a spring like effect, which with some vibration, pushed the shut off lever closed.  Another
adjustment, bending the wire straight and the engine roared to life again.  Running a few minutes on the
dock charged the battery and it also came back to normal.  Weird.

Sailing is like being a permanent student.  Always one more thing to learn again and fix, now four times. 
It was another great Rendezvous and we are making plans for the next one on Cortes.  Hope to see some
of you there… and stay tuned for more news on the engine saga this Fall.

About The Author

Don Chandler

Saracen - Martin 32

Don Chandler learned to sail in English Bay racing around the buoys for a decade before doing Vic-Maui
in 2000 and sailing to Glacier Bay a decade ago. After meeting Leslie on the water in a kayak taking
surfing lessons, they found a common interest in sailing and bought the Martin 32 Saracen. They have
been following Plan A the past six years: leave when the boat is ready, sail north, turn around before the
fog. So far Plan A has gotten us to Glacier Bay, Haida Gwaii and the mid coast most years.

_______________________________________________
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Are You Eligible for a BCA Cruising, Service or Perpetual
Award?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/eligible-bca-cruising-service-perpetual-award/

Are you eligible for a cruising or service award?

Have you just returned from offshore?

Would you like to nominate someone for an offshore or perpetual award?

Ever since the first awards were presented in November 1978 (see details on pg 10 in the Sept 2007
article written by BCA Historian, Glenora Doherty), BCA has celebrated its members’ achievements at
annual awards ceremonies that take place in December in each Chapter.  These happy occasions, which
are shared with the membership at large, inspire the “dreamers” among us, encourage the “do-ers”, and
remind the “doners” of their own bluewater experiences.

Cruising Awards
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The Cruising Awards honour the sailing achievements of Bluewater Cruising Association skippers and
their crews and/or their safe return to home port:

Coastal 999 Award – for members who complete a minimum 999nm coastal (harbour-hopping)
voyage outside Canadian territorial waters
Offshore Crew Award – for members who complete a minimum 999nm non-stop offshore passage
outside Canadian territorial waters as crew on a non-commercial vessel
Offshore Skipper’s Award – for members who skipper someone else’s non-commercial vessel for
a minimum 999nm non-stop offshore passage outside Canadian territorial waters
Owner’s Offshore Award – for members who complete a minimum 999nm non-stop offshore
passage outside Canadian territorial waters on their own boat
Cape Horn Award – for members who have rounded Cape Horn on their own boat
Circumnavigation Award – for members who successfully circumnavigate on their own boat

 BCA Cruising Awards

Service Awards

The Service Awards recognize individuals who have served as Watchkeepers at the Chapter or Board of
Director level, for an extended period of time, and those who are particularly deserving of recognition due
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to their unflagging volunteer contributions, often carried out quietly behind the scenes.

Service Award – for those Watchkeepers who have served more than three years on the Watch
and/or Board of Directors
Rudi Seifert Keeper of the Light – for significant contributions to BCA that reflect and support the
spirit, vision and/or values of the Association

Perpetual Awards

The Perpetual Awards acknowledge unique sailing, organizational and sometimes humorous
achievements and / or actions that are worthy of recognition; they are awarded from time to time:

Peter Doherty Goodwill Ambassador Award – awarded to an individual or couple who exemplify,
while cruising, an outstanding commitment to furthering the cruising lifestyle of camaraderie and
providing assistance
Ben Rusi Seamanship Award – awarded to an individual or couple for acts of seamanship
demonstrating levels of courage, determination, citizenship and discipline
Doug Mitchell Memorial Single Hander’s Award – awarded to an individual who has made a
significant single-handed voyage
Antares Pacific High Finders’ Award – awarded annually to the members who log the longest
time Hawaii-Victoria passage in either direction
Hill-Padwick Bent Mast Award – awarded for the “boo boo of the year” as determined by popular
vote during Awards night
Peterson Cup – awarded to the winner of the annual Peterson Cup Cruising Rally, as determined
by the rally participants
Ted Long Award – awarded to an individual for outstanding personal contributions to BCA

Nomination / Application Process

Detailed information about BCA’s many sailing and perpetual awards, application criteria, and the
nomination process can be found on the BCA website and in the 2017 Member Directory, pp 20-22.  If
you think you are eligible, or wish to nominate someone for an award, now is the time to do it!

You are encouraged to either apply for or nominate other members by contacting Past Commodore,
Jennifer Handley.  All applicants will be required to provide detail about the qualifying voyage(s),
including dates.

In order to allow time for review by the Awards Committee, engraving, and presentation at the three
Chapters’ Awards Nights in December, all applications must be received prior to November 3, 2017.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Jennifer.
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About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Fun at the August Rendezvous

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/fun-august-rendezvous/

Over the past year, my schedule has been a bit crazy with lots of travelling and a move to Canmore. So I
was thrilled when I realized the stars were aligning and I was going to be able to attend the BCA August
Rendezvous on Newcastle Island aboard Easy Rider, a spunky Ranger 29 owned by my daughter Dani
and son-in-law, Toryn.  If you think recently-weds and a mother-in-law would be cozy on a smallish boat,
throw in two 14 year-olds and a dog called Spartacus and you’ll have a rough idea of the crew that
arrived, soaking wet after a bouncy slog up from Dodd’s Narrows on August 3…

Coming into Mark Bay and heading for the docks, I started tying on fenders – one, two, three – and on the
fourth and last fender – leaned out and over the lifeline and… “kersploosh” – my brand new iPhone (three
days old!) slipped out of my Velcro pocket on my life jacket and plopped into the water! The fourteen
year-olds had to listen to some rather colourful language as I watched my new baby, in its very expensive
waterproof case, slip into the depths of Mark Bay. The search for the phone (which involved a diver and
lots of advice and consolation from everyone) went on for a couple of days, because the phone kept
ringing and accepting texts down there. Alas, terrible visibility made it impossible to find and I wound up
having a thoroughly analog weekend!
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 The crew and the lost phone saga.

Which, as it turns out, was tons of fun (and an excellent reminder that one can have a great experience
without a phone attached to one’s palm). The team of volunteers (headed up by Yvonne Harwood on
Ostara) did a terrific job of providing a good mix of organized activities and time to socialize and visit
some of the other boats. Thank you to all who volunteered and helped out during the weekend!

The theme of the Rendezvous was the 150Th Anniversary of Confederation and there were plenty of
chances for participants to embrace their Canadian identities. It’s always hard to know in advance who
will show up at a Rendezvous. At previous gatherings, there were several other teenagers in attendance,
so when it turned out our two girls were the only youngsters this time, we were really happy that we had
stocked up on plenty of supplies for the boat-decorating contest. That gave our two teens a good project
to keep them busy when they weren’t exploring the Island, swimming, or trying out the stand-up paddle
board (SUP). Beatrice (pronounced Bay-a-tree-chay) is a relative from Italy who had never sailed, never
SUPed and certainly never seen anyone hanging from a mast, tying streamers to the spreaders. She and
her cousin (my step-daughter Allegra) spent ages patiently cutting out white letters and gluing them to red
paper plates to create a banner we suspended between the mast and the forestay. While that might not
have been quite as much fun for them as chillaxing with other teens, the whole project certainly kept both
girls (and the rest of our crew) pretty busy! In the end, all that effort paid off as Toryn and Dani were the
proud recipients of the best-decorated boat prize, a great pair of new Optisan Watersport 7X50 Binoculars
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generously donated by Hub Insurance.

 Easy Ryder all
dressed up.

Speaking of prizes, I have to say we were all impressed with the number and range of giveaways the
committee managed to round up for the Rendezvous. At most of the official events, raffle tickets were
drawn and those prizes just kept coming! From rigging inspections to magazine subscriptions to hats and
insulated mugs, the loot was terrific! Just about everyone in attendance (66 people representing 33 boats)
won something, which was great. The amazing local community of chandleries and businesses providing
marine services, from insurance to sail repairs and rigging, came out in force again this year to support
this event. There were many generous gifts from the following sponsors, which were recognized as prizes
were handed out:

Stem to Stern
Roton
Granville Island Boat Yard
Specialty Yachts
Ocean Rigging & Hydraulics
Shelter Island Marina

Dolphin Insurance
PoCo Marine
Pacific Yacht Systems
Pacific Yachting Magazine
Protech Yacht Services
Fairwyn (Stephen and Nancy Carlman
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Evolution Sails
Harbour Chandler
Hydrovane
Martin Marine
Hub Insurance
Strait Marine

Steve White Rigging
Inlet Marine
North Sails
Salish Sea Pilot Cruising Guides
Steveston Marine
Steveston Winemakers
Peter Vassilopoulos

As offshore sailors who are currently preparing and outfitting our boats to go offshore, we are fortunate to
have such a great set of supportive local marine businesses.

Other highlights of the weekend included taking part in the dinghy lunch raft-up (followed by the dinghy
tug-of-war) even though we didn’t bring our dinghy (with all those people and the dog, there was no
room left for even our modest little tender). The SUP did the trick though, and I braved a wet bottom to
paddle out and participate.

 The floating lunch.
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 Everybody was a winner at the dinghy tug-a-war contest!

Fortunately for the Canadian Province-themed scavenger hunt, Denis and Rosario of Counting Stars
were kind enough to lend us their dinghy so we could scoot all over the anchorage searching for clues.
We proved to be a terrible team – we clearly do not know our Canadian trivia! Who knew that the Bloody
Caesar was invented in Calgary? The contest was a fun combination of knowing obscure facts and
tootling around, finding BCA boats that had clues stuck to them. We all had a good laugh when we
learned that the boat with Newfoundland’s flag stuck to them had sailed off before the activity started!
Congratulations to the two wining teams which were tied with 11 correct answers:

The Debutantes (Debbie Greentree, Barb Peck and Bjarne Hansen)
The Blue Rose Nomad (Ken Christie and Dee Logan)

Each team member took home a great cruising guide, generously donated by Peter Vassilopoulos. These
Canucks managed to find 11 of the remaining 12 clues and answered 11 of 13 questions correctly.
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 The winners of the “Name the Canadian Province” game.

As always, when a bunch of hungry sailors get together, the food was amazing. The main potluck on
Sunday evening provided all of us with some delicious sustenance and fun conversations. The potluck
was also where we were treated to an impromptu parade of all those who took part in the Best Canadian
Attire competition. Even though there was at least one attempt at bribery (sorry Rosario, that bottle of
wine didn’t help you out!), the judges took their responsibilities very seriously. In the end, Bjarne Hansen
(Hoku pa’a) and Catherine Casey, a friend from the UK visiting Counting Stars walked away winners of
the best dressed male and female awards, but really, everyone who participated deserved a prize!
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 The contestants and the winners!

And, finally, I had a chance to learn more about the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally, which ended just before
the Rendezvous began. This non-competitive event is held annually in memory of former Commodore,
Lex Peterson, who encouraged all of us sailors to get out there while we still can. It sounds like there
were lots of pies and plenty of laughter during this four-day sailing trip that began and ended at Mark
Bay. The well deserving winner of the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally this year was Heather Marshall who
single- handed Mischief with grace, skill and flare while baking the most amazing pies, so I heard.
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 Heather being awarded the coveted Peterson Cup.

The evening ended with a great selection of Canadian music for all ages as part of the “Name That
Canadian Tune Contest” organised by Jay and Anita Bigland of Karina C. With any luck, my schedule
next year will find me with a bit of time on the Coast so I can attend both the Rally and the Rendezvous.
Until then, smooth sailing everyone!

Photos of the event are available in this photo album.

About The Author

Nikki Tate-Stratton

Boatless... for now - 

Nikki Tate-Stratton hasn't done nearly enough sailing, but she plans to change that as soon as possible!
Though she's done a bit of coastal cruising in the Gulf Islands, the Florida Keys, and the Caribbean, she's
still a novice when it comes to sailing offshore. A writer by profession, her job is conveniently portable as
long as she can find decent wi-fi from time to time. Nikki blogs more or less regularly at
darkcreekfarm.com/blog and hopes to contribute to Currents whenever she has anything vaguely marine-
related to talk about.  
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Bon Voyage to the Fleet of 2017!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/congratulations-bon-voyage-fleet-2017/

Summer is always a busy time for those preparing to head offshore, and this year has been no exception. 
2017 has seen a large group of BCA members (24 boats) say farewell and take a left at Cape Flattery, or
set sail from a foreign port.  Many of those who left from BC are now enjoying California or Ensenada;
or hunkering down for a winter in Alaska; others are kicking back in the Mediterranean, while a few more
are working out the last-minute “issues”, with the intent of departing soon.
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As BCA Commodore and now as Past Commodore, it has always been a tremendous privilege for me to
present Bon Voyage packages to those who decided this is the year to cast off the dock lines and head
offshore. The VI June BBQ that I attended and the Vancouver Fleet BBQ that Leslie Hanson, BCA’s
Commodore, attended were a great opportunity for all of us to applaud the preparations of our fellow
members and to wish them well in the pursuit of their bluewater dreams.

 Clockwise from L-R:
Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore Blair Tweten and Commodore Leslie Hanson with Jean
Baillargeon and Helen Roberts; Blair and Leslie with Shelley and Herm Rubzow; Blair and Leslie with
Jessica Guay and Chris Madsen; Blair and Leslie presenting to Glen Priestly.

I was deeply moved by what members of the Fleet of 2017 told us when they received their packages. 
We heard that what BCA does is indeed in keeping with the Vision statement that many of us had a hand
in crafting in June 2016:  “Mentoring, supporting and realizing cruising dreams”.  We heard
heartwarming and emotional expressions of thanks.  Kudos were given to individuals, Watchkeepers, and
the Association as a whole for all that BCA does.  Excitement and some angst about the adventure ahead
was palpable in the room, as plans were shared.  And we were inspired as they divulged their hopes for
the months and years ahead.  Needless to say, I look forward to the blogs (links to some of which can be
found here), articles published in Currents and brief updates that will hopefully come our way;  I know
their experiences and how they handle the good, the bad and the ugly will encourage and motivate the
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next bunch of BCA dreamers.

And with that, congratulations to the Fleet of 2017!

 Clockwise from
Upper L-R: Vancouver Chapter Blair Tweten and Commodore Leslie Hanson with Will and Sarah Curry;
Blair and Leslie with Jacquie and Mike Champion; Blair and Leslie with Karen Grierson; Blair and Leslie
with Mark and Lucille Regimbald.

From the Vancouver Chapter

Mark and Lucille Regimbald, Yeti
Ron and Karen Grierson, Double Deuce
Mike and Jacquie Champion, Angelique of Vancouver
Doug and Sandra Birkenthal, SahSen
Helen Roberts and Jean Baillargeon, Shamata
Chris Madsen and Jessica Guay, Sitka
Glen and Heidi Priestley, Borboleta
Herm and Shelley Rubzow, Gecko I
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Will and Sarah Curry, Kaiquest
Karoline Monkvik and Eric Carpentier, Blackdragon
Edward Estabrook and Talica Davies, Tioga

 Clockwise from L –
R: Ricky Picanco presenting package to Harry Nichols; Gerry Jompe with Past Commodore, Jennifer
Handley; Jurgen Harding and Stefa Katamay with Jennifer; Rick Ashton and Maria Gravett-Cameron
with Jennifer

From the Vancouver Island Chapter

Jill and Andy Cross, and family, Yahtzee
Stefa Katamay and Jurgen Harding, Mazu
Robert Moran and Sheila McKinnon, The Good Rain
Brian Short and Glenda Wray, Carpe Ventus
Glen and Mary Wilson, Danica
Maria Gravett-Cameron and Rick Ashton, Windward Passage
Harry Nichols, Shala
John Lugsdin, Magena
Gerry Jomphe and Sandra Dumais, and family, Volovent III
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John Clemens, AfterMath
Brian and Hiromi Eckert, Angelique II
Kandyce and Dennis Hiebert, Lemanee
Kevin Bourgeois, Ocean Adventure III

 Bon Voyage Leaver’s Package 2017

BCA Bon Voyage Packages

The offshore package is a long-standing BCA tradition, and while not designed to contain the essentials
for one’s voyage, the many diverse items in the 2017 package fit into multiple categories; they are all
useful, entertaining, informative, educational, relationship-saving and more!

The packages gifted to the Fleet of 2017 were again compiled by a small committee within the Vancouver
Chapter Fleet that dedicates a not insignificant amount of time to researching, sourcing and assembling
theses “graduation” packages.  Thanks to committee members, especially to Hiromi Eckert (who also
headed south this summer), under the direction of Vancouver Fleet coordinators, Cam and Marianne
McLean.

Feature Photo Above: VI Chapter Vice Commodore Ralph Lapp presents a leaver package to John Lugsdin;
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Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore Blair Tweten and BCA Commodore Leslie Hansen with Brian and Hiromi
Eckert.

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Offshore Personal Survival Course (Vancouver)

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/offshore-personal-survival-course-vancouver/

The Offshore Personal Safety Course (a.k.a. Safety at Sea – Sea Survival) is for experienced sailors who
plan to participate in distance and offshore races and cruising passages. The course includes classroom
and practical sessions. Topics covered include safety equipment, storm sails, weather forecasts, heavy
weather, man overboard, emergency signals and communications. Practical sessions include inflating and
using lifejackets, life rafts and other safety equipment in a pool environment. The course is Sail Canada –
World Sailing Approved.

Participants who successfully complete the course receive an Offshore Personal Safety Course certificate,
valid for five years. Participants who have previously taken this training in BC are eligible for a 25%
reduction in the registration price (have your expired/expiring certificate number ready when registering).

Comprehensive information about the course, including Student Requirements and Advance Information,
is available at http://www.bcsailing.bc.ca/safetyatsea.php.

For details about an upcoming course on October 13-14, 2017 at the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club and to
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register, click here.  Registration deadline is September 29.  If there is sufficient demand, another course
will be offered on November 26-27.

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Planning to go Offshore Soon? The VI Fleet Begins September 27

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/planning-go-offshore-soon-vi-fleet-begins-september-27/

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two on your own boat or someone else’s, consider
joining the VI Fleet of 2017/18, which will have its first meeting at 1830h on Wednesday, September 27
at Royal Victoria Yacht Club (3475 Ripon Rd).

VI will be trying a new format this year with a Fleet meeting scheduled every 4 weeks with presentations
or group discussions on a variety of topics of interest to Fleet members (i.e. safety at sea, radio
communications, weather, routing, insurance, etc).  Presenters are often BCA members with a specific
area of expertise and/or professionals in related marine trades.
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 Connie Morahan – Weather Group facilitator

Many Fleet members also join the Weather Group, which meets on Wednesday nights as well but two
weeks after Fleet meetings.  The Weather Group is designed to help participants increase their
understanding of global weather and to develop skills in analyzing and applying weather information
available at sea.

If you are interested in joining the 2017/18 VI Fleet, contact Al or Daragh for more information. For
2017/18 VI Weather information contact Connie.  The cost is $60 per boat for the year.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.
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Fleets of BCA

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/fleets-of-bca/

In September of every year a number of members of BCA get together to form the Fleets – one on
Vancouver Island, one in Calgary and one on the Lower Mainland. These are people who are planning to
leave for offshore in the following year or soon thereafter. They meet monthly or more often depending
on the program they set up for the year. The members themselves decide the program based on their
needs and interests.

One of the objectives of the Fleet is to increase the participants’ basic knowledge of whatever is
necessary to prepare them for safe and comfortable voyages. Examples of sessions presented in years past
are:

Presentations and panels of BCA members who have recently returned from offshore
Use of Pactor modems for email and weather files
Mast climbing
Ham and SSB
Storm tactics and safety at sea
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Psychology of cruising
Rigging and rigging repair
Sail selection and sail repair
Medical problems offshore

Each year’s Fleet can work with the Education Watch to set up sessions such as these.

Another objective is to make the members aware of sources of useful and innovative equipment available.
A committee of the Fleet is in contact with various suppliers collecting information on equipment
available at good prices.

Perhaps the most important objective of the Fleet is to get to know the people who will be sharing their
offshore adventure – people whom they will be meeting in foreign ports, people who will happily help
each other out in times of difficulty, people who will become long-time friends. With this in mind we
have a number of social events during the year with no specific program other than getting to know one
another better.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: September 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-september-2017/

The Vancouver Island Fleet and Weather groups got off to a good start at the combined meeting on
September 27, with 23 registered members in attendance of whom 22 plan to participate in the weather
group.  This introductory meeting allowed the coordinators, Al and Daragh (Fleet), Lionel (Education)
and Connie (Weather) to lay out their plans and begin getting to know this year’s attendees.
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October 11 will have the Fleet group hear from three pairs of experienced sailors regarding their voyages
and what they have learned from their travels. This is always a popular night and the information shared
is much appreciated by those in attendance. With the longer meetings being tested out this year there
should be plenty of time for questions and discussion.  Many of this year’s presentations are already
tentatively planned and after we have summarized the results of the group interest survey we will be
putting the final touches on the schedule so we can organize the presenters.

The weather group will meet for their first separate session on October 25 when they will have an
introduction to basic weather and get set up for the first virtual cruise.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
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to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: September 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-september-2017/

The first meeting of the Vancouver Fleet of 2018 was held at 1900 hours on Tuesday, September 27 at the
Scottish Cultural Centre, hosted by Cameron and Marianne McLean, BCA Fleet Representatives. There
were twenty five in attendance, including the presenters.

After welcoming the Fleet and mutual introductions, Cameron described the Fleet committees explaining
that these committees were the core of the Fleet. The volunteers for the positions would determine the
programs and functions for the year.

There were reports of progress for the members of the Fleet of 2017 who had recently set out on their
offshore voyages. Some boats were in San Francisco, Monterey and other California ports. All reporting
successful voyages as they headed down the coast.

Cameron had a number of recommendations for things to do well ahead of time in preparation for
cruising offshore:
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local sailing experience – around Vancouver Island, VICE, etc.
learning Spanish
installing a SSB radio
registering one’s boat if not already
visiting a travel clinic for vaccinations

Ken Robertson described a night trip in the Mediterranean in close contact with a number of large vessels
emphasizing how important was his AIS in avoiding collisions.

The Presentations

The first of the presenters for the night were Glen and Marilyn Middleton of Avanga and formerly Tin
Soldier, veterans of four ocean voyages in three different boats. They moved from monohulls to a
catamaran and described the characteristics of both types. Their latest boat has been cruising in the
Caribbean and rode out the most recent hurricane there.

 The presenters at the first Fleet meeting of 2017. From left to right: Karina McQueen from Sea Rover II,
Rob Murray from Avant and Marilyn and Glen Middleton from Avanga

Cameron did a presentation on behalf of Mags and Gord Wellwood of  Kanilela who had already headed
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back to their boat in Panama.

Karina McQueen of Sea Rover II described improvements made to the stern of Sea Rover II aimed at
making access easier. This was done efficiently and at a good price in Mexico. While in Mexico they took
part in numerous BURPs, meeting many BCA members down there. They will be leaving Mexico
heading straight for the Galapagos in December.

Rob Murray of Avant cautioned about the “must have list”. He and Debra have cruised extensively with
minimal equipment, his motto being “If you don’t have it, it won’t break.” Rob highlighted the
importance of taking Education courses prior to leaving.

The next meeting is scheduled for October 24.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Calgary Club Night: So You Own a Boat...

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-boat/

The Calgary Chapter is pleased to announce that their guests at the next two Club Nights will be Clio
Smeeton (daughter of Beryl and Miles Smeeton of sailing fame) and her husband and fellow sailor, Ken
Weagle.

At the October 3 meeting, Clio and Ken will outline the process they went through in buying a boat. How
they decided what was wanted, how the boat was financed, what boats were considered, and the process
of buying a boat in a foreign country (Turkey). Having purchased the boat, there were soon problems that
needed to be addressed and changes made, so Clio and Ken will share some of the issues and their
solutions, including cookers, toilets and electronics. Finally their cruise from Yalova on the Sea of
Marmara up the Danube River to Kelheim, Germany begins!

In addition, they will talk about repairs in foreign countries and what to look for in marinas where you
might leave your boat when you return to Canada – topics that always have a funny and serious side!
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 Clio Smeeton and Ken Weagle

Clio gained her early offshore sail training aboard her parents’ famous ketch, Tzu Hang, sailing in the
1950’s and 60’s to Australia, Africa, Asia, the Med, and from Japan to BC. Ken, on the other hand, spent
his early life playing on boats and rafts on the south shore of Nova Scotia.

In 1997, while working for the Gwich’in Tribal Council in Inuvik to set up the Gwich’in Land and Water
Board, Ken found a 22 foot Chestnut Freighter canoe which he then rebuilt.  In 2005, Clio and Ken
paddled the canoe 1000 miles down the Mackenzie River from Ft Providence to Inuvik, NWT. 
Subsequent extended trips have seen them explore the Mackenzie Delta and Great Slave Lake by canoe. 
They purchased Pescadou in Turkey in 2006, the topic of their Oct presentation, and began their
European waterways exploration that are the focus of their Nov presentation.

Clio runs the Cochrane Ecological Institute, dedicated to breeding endangered wildlife, that was founded
by her parents in 1971.

 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night - The West Coast of Vancouver Island

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-west-coast-vancouver-island/

Peter Vassilopoulos is a long-time contributor to Pacific Yachting Magazine with a background in radio
and television news, mostly in South Africa and Zimbabwe. He started, owned and published DIVER
Magazine for 30 years and has been publishing Cruising Guides (six in all) for the Pacific Northwest
since 1994. He has several other books in addition to the cruising guides and am working on a few more
including a couple of novels.

The places covered will be Peter’s favourite destinations with a look at outside passages, some
anchorages, waterways and places of interest.

All of Peter’s coastal travels (not offshore, other than nearby areas off Vancouver Island), have been in
power boats. His presentation will focus on passages and places on the west coast of the island with
reference to sea conditions in open stretches.

_______________________________________________
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VI South Club Night - Chantey V Returns Home: El Salvador to
Victoria

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-south-club-night-chantey-v-returns-home-el-salvador-
victoria/

On August 1st, 2011, BCA Members, Daragh and his wife Cathryn departed Victoria aboard Chantey V
for a five-year Pan American cruise during which they covered 25,000 miles, visited more than 30
countries, and were joined by 33 friends and family along the way. 

Their previous presentation to BCA in the Fall of 2015 covered their first four years of cruising from
Victoria to Newfoundland via the Panama Canal and back through the Caribbean and the Canal to Bahia
del Sol, El Salvador. This presentation covers the last year of their cruise from El Salvador back to
Victoria – via the Sea of Cortez, Mexico and the Hawaiian Islands.
 

Chantey V is a Moody 376 centre cockpit sloop built in 1987, which Daragh describes as ‘a fine, capable,
offshore yacht with a good balance of live aboard comfort and sailing speed’.

_______________________________________________
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VI Mid-Island Club Night - Florida to Puerto Vallarta: The
Ongoing Adventures aboard J'Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-mid-island-club-night-florida-puerto-vallarta-ongoing-
adventures-aboard-jsea/

John and his J’Sea have sailed many rallies, sailing over 100,000 nm, most of them offshore, in 3
different sailboats with the name J’Sea. The Fort Lauderdale to Puerto Vallarta journey via Panama was
made on J’Sea, a Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 44i (45.1 LOA) and they will share the highs and lows of this
trip.

Departing Florida in March 2016, they were involved in a refugee rescue with the US Coast Guard and
had a passenger pigeon take over the helmsman’s seat. Passing the Florida Keys and the east side of
Cuba, they stopped in Jamaica after a four day journey.
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J’Sea tied to power boat
and the 3rd boat was Up-Next. This was the 1st lock of 3 locks before the Lake.

Then J’Sea headed directly to the Panama Canal. After a week waiting for a Canal transit date, the transit
was quite eventful – hear the details! Also learn about the new, expanded Canal project underway.
Following Panama, J’Sea made her way to Puerto Vallarta with new crew, then was loaded on a truck for
Bellingham and home.

For those thinking of sailing east rather than south and west through the Pacific, you will appreciate John
and Liz sharing their experiences.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Meeting

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-fleet-meeting-2/

Throughout the year the Vancouver Fleet’s regular meetings are held on the last Tuesday of each month.
The first meeting of the Vancouver Fleet of 2018 will be held at the Scottish Cultural Centre at 1900h on
Tuesday, September 26th. This meeting will feature a panel of members of earlier Fleets who have
returned to Vancouver, who will share their experiences and answer any questions from the audience.

If you would like to join, just show up at the meeting. Fleet fees will be $50 per boat – all crew welcome
to attend.

_______________________________________________
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Psychology of Voyaging

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/psychology-of-voyaging/

The pursuit of offshore voyaging is the pursuit of a dream for most of us. We will explore the many
motives, desires and challenges inherent in the voyaging dream. As we pursue the challenge to explore
the oceans and cultures of the world, inevitably we explore ourselves through our responses to the
situations we encounter. Part of preparing for voyaging is preparing ourselves psychologically, and part
of voyaging is becoming the adventurer we dream to be.

The Psychology of Voyaging is a BCA “signature” course.  For more reading about this course, check out
this article published in Currents in 2015.

The course takes place over one weekend and the times are different each day. Topics covered include:

Motivation: Dreams, desires, commitment and the experience we are seeking
Anticipation: Fears and warnings; their influences and our responses
Adventure: Risk, excitement and being in control
Knowing yourself: personal strengths, courage and confidence
The myth of buying safety: personal vs. boat preparation
Communication and partnership aboard: roles, issues, stress, crisis, trust and becoming a team

_______________________________________________
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Fibreglass and Epoxy Repairs and Maintenance

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/fibreglass-epoxy-repairs/

Learn from a fibreglass and epoxy expert.  This presentation by Matt Schinbein of Blackline Marine will
include:

Definition of a composite
Resin and fabric types
Damage assessment and proper repair techniques
Proper maintenance of a boat’s finish:

Anti-fouling schedules; and
Protecting underwater metal

Matt Schinbein has 16 years experience in composite repairs and 10 years as an instructor for Quadrant
Marine (composites and refinishing technologies).

_______________________________________________
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Sails: Surveillance, Maintenance and Repairs

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/sails-surveillance-maintenance-repairs/

Spend an evening in the UK Sails sail loft with Stuart Dahlgren;  tips, tricks and techniques that will help
you keep your sails in good working order.

Instructor

Stuart Dahlgren, co-owner of UK Sails Northwest, comes from a family of mariners and has spent his life
sailing on the West Coast. His love of sailing was fostered at young age through the Royal Victoria YC’s
junior program and has continued, with an affinity toward ocean racing in more recent years. Stu has
absorbed every scrap of knowledge he has ever heard, read or experienced about sailing and sailmaking
and enjoys meeting with clients to share what he knows and learn from their experiences.  Then, with the
support of UK’s design group, he dimensions and designs sails that best meet the specific needs of each
client.

_______________________________________________
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Understanding, Installing and Operating HF Marine Radio
Transceivers

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/understanding-installing-operating-hf-marine-radio-
transceivers/

Do you understand the benefits of an HF SSB radio system for off-shore cruising?  What makes up an HF
SSB radio system and how does it work?  What is the difference between Ham and commercial SSB HF
marine radio?  How do you choose an HF SSB radio?  What are the Canadian HF radio licensing issues? 
How can an HF SSB radio system be used for emergency communications?  What is the best HF Marine
Antenna?  Is grounding your HF SSB marine radio important?  Is there a simple way to troubleshoot an
HF SSB radio system?

E-mail Using HF SSB Radio

Are you wishing to cruise off-shore and still keep in touch with your friends and family using e-mail from
anywhere in the world?  How does a system like this work and how reliable is it?
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What basic hardware and software do I require to set up this system?  Do I require a license to do this?  Is
this system easy to install and operate?  How expensive is this system?

This seminar is specifically designed for the non-technical off-shore cruiser that wishes to have a basic
understanding of an HF SSB system and would like to be able to perform basic system troubleshooting if
a problem occurs.

There is special pricing available for couples. Check out the registration page.

_______________________________________________
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SCS Pactor Modem Installation and Operation

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/scs-pactor-modem-installation-operation/

Understanding, Installing and Operating SCS Pactor Modems

Do you understand the benefits of the computer programs for an HF SSB radio system for off-shore
cruising?  This presentation is specifically designed for the non-technical off-shore cruiser that has the
basic understanding of using an HF SSB system, and now wants to learn how to optimize the system for
email, grib files, weather fax and SailMail.

Todays’ Digital Communications: E-mail using High Frequency Single Sideband
Radio (SSB)

Are you wishing to cruise off-shore and still keep in touch with your friends and family using e-mail from
anywhere in the world?  How does a system like this work and how reliable is it?  What basic hardware
and software do I require to set up this system?  Can this system be used for anything other than to send
text e-mail?  This presentation is designed for the non-technical off-shore cruiser and will answer the
above questions in a clear and concise manner.

This seminar covers how these modems are used on the Sailmail and Winlink radio systems with a
description of both systems.  Since the modems are employed in the same manner on both systems, the
installation and setup is discussed complete with screen captures so later setup is simplified.  This
discussion will include receiving weather fax, Grib files and setting up the GPS interface.
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About our Presenter

Martin Dunsmuir, AScT, VE0MD, VE7BDF

Martin has been registered as an Applied Science Technologist in the electronics discipline with the
Applied Science Technicians and Technologists of B.C. (ASTTBC) for over 30 years and has held an
advanced amateur radio license for over 40 years.  He has an extensive background in HF, VHF, UHF,
microwave and satellite systems and has experience with Canadian Motorola, Telus, ITT and 10 years
with Teleglobe Canada at their west coast satellite earth station near Lake Cowichan.  He was a faculty
member in the Electronics Engineering Technology program at Camosun College for 14 years, teaching
communication systems theory and applications.  On retiring from Camosun College in 2001 Martin set
up White Squall Consulting Inc. and has combined his love of sailing with his passion for communication
systems, providing HF and data communications consultation for off-shore sailors.  He lived and worked
from his home-built 60 foot ketch for 25 years and only recently moved ashore.

_______________________________________________
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Basic Marine Radar with Kevin Monahan

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-radar-kevin-monahan-2/

Learn from a radar expert. After completion of this seminar, you will be able to set up your radars for
maximum results and interpret the display under a variety of conditions.

You will learn simple techniques to:

identify land-masses, other vessels and transient targets
use radar effectively for collision avoidance and navigation,
interpret and control the display under a variety of conditions,
recognize and compensate for rain and sea clutter, interference and side-lobe echoes
use the new generation of integrated radar which combine chart and radar technology

Kevin will use extensive slides showing various types of radar screens and scenarios related to land
observation, collision avoidance and clutter issues. With these real-life screen captures and other audio-

visual effects, Kevin Monahan will soon have you managing your radar like a pro!

Registration includes Kevin’s book The Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance. This
excellent book is used in the United States Power Squadron Marine Radar Seminar.

Instructor
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Kevin Monahan, is an experienced captain, retired Canadian Coast Guard officer, and author of The
Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance.

_______________________________________________
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Weather Strategies for the Inside Passage with Kevin Monahan

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/weather-strategies-inside-passage-kevin-monahan-2/

The topography of the west coast influences the weather in unique ways, and large-scale weather patterns
end up causing very localized effects, by focusing waves and swells on certain areas and not on others,
and by accentuating the wind in certain locations. This results in an extraordinarily complex regime of
local effects which must be taken into consideration when planning a cruise or when making daily
decisions about when to travel and when to stay at anchor.

The seminar will introduce participants to key concepts of mid-latitude depressions, offshore highs, and
inflow and outflow winds, and their interactions with the geography of the Inside Passage. Certain
locations must be avoided in certain winds, and other places offer safe passage even during high winds.
The seminar also examines the sequence and timing of weather events in specific locations.

The seminar is not intended to teach actual forecasting of large scale weather patterns. Instead it will
show skippers how to apply the information in weather forecasts and local weather reports, to better
understand actual conditions in specific locations on the water.

Instructor
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Kevin Monahan, is an experienced captain, retired Canadian Coast Guard officer, and author of Local
Knowledge: A Skipper’s Reference (Tacoma to Ketchikan) and The Radar Book: Effective Navigation and
Collision Avoidance.  Kevin will have copies of his books for sale.
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Basic Diesel Operation & Maintenance

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-diesel-operation-maintenance-2/

 

This course is intended for anyone who owns and maintains their own sailboat, or those who want to gain
a better understanding of diesel engines, including proper operation and maintenance. No prior experience
or knowledge of diesel engines is necessary. The instructor will explain the operating principals of a
marine diesel engine and will cover operation, servicing and troubleshooting related to:

Lubrication
Cooling
Fuel
Electrical
Stuffing boxes

About the Instructor

David West is a highly experienced and knowledgeable diesel mechanic and instructor who comes highly
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recommended by students who have attended his courses. He is also a sailing instructor. Some of his
credentials include:

Licensed diesel mechanic with over 40 years of experience
Operated marine repair business for over 15 years
Operations Manager for Cooper Boating for 10 years
CYA Learn to Cruise Advanced Instructor & Instructor Evaluator

 

 

_______________________________________________
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Intermediate Diesel

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/intermediate-diesel/

To take this intermediate course, we require that you have taken a prior BCA Basic Diesel course or that
you have a good basic knowledge of diesel engines. The course is intended for those who own and
maintain their own sailboat, or those who want to gain a better understanding of diesel engines, including
proper operation and maintenance.

Review of fuel, cooling and lubrication systems
Electrical system: batteries, alternators, AC chargers & inverters
Battery servicing
Various charging systems
Drives: straight drive, v-drive, sail drives
Shaft seals

About the Instructor

David West is a highly experienced and knowledgeable diesel mechanic and instructor who comes highly
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recommended by past students. He is also a sailing instructor. Some of his credentials include:

Licensed diesel mechanic with over 40 years of experience
Operated marine repair business for over 15 years
Operations Manager for Cooper Boating for 10 years
CYA Learn to Cruise Advanced Instructor & Instructor Evaluator
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Basic HAM Radio

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-ham-radio/

This 19 hour long course, taught over multiple evenings and one Saturday, is designed to provide all the
information needed to obtain a Basic Amateur Radio Certificate and call sign. Prospective amateur radio
operators are examined on their understanding of the key concepts of electronics, radio equipment,
antennas, radio propagation, RF safety, and the radio regulations of the government granting the license.
The exam is a government multiple choice exam administered by an Accredited Examiner; the pass mark
is 70%.  Students achieving 80% or higher will be granted Honours on their certificate which will allow
them to use HF.

Topics

Regulations & Policies
Operating and Procedures
Station Assembly, Practice and Safety
Circuit Components
Basic Electronics and Theory
Feedlines
Antenna Systems
Radio Wave Propagation
Interference and Suppression

Course Dates
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Please note the dates and times:

Wed Nov 15:  1830h – 2130h
Mon Nov 20:  1830h – 2130h
Wed Nov 29:  1830h – 2130h
Tues Dec 5:  1830h – 2130h
Sat Dec 9:  0830h – 1530h

Instructor

Les Dawes, Vice President of the Cowichan Valley Amateur Radio Society, has an Advanced Amateur
certificate and has been licensed for about 5 years. He has taught approximately 15 Basic Ham courses
during the last three years with a student pass rate of approximately 90%.

_______________________________________________
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